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Author's Agreement

This agreement is made, effective as of the date of signature, by the signed author(s) ("Author") and the Wayne State University Library System ("Publisher") concerning a work ("Work"), to be published in online, now tentatively titled:

Title: Purine and pyrimidine monophosphate vs polyphosphate homeostasis in human retinal endothelial cells

Author's Grant of Rights

The Author grants to the Publisher a limited, non-exclusive, perpetual license to archive and distribute the Work:

☑ in print

☑ and online, through Digital Commons or other such platform maintained and offered by the publisher

Author's Ownership of Copyright

No transfer of copyright is intended or implied by this Agreement. Copyright in the work remains with the Author, or, in the case of multiple authors, with the Authors as a group. Only one author needs to give permission. Publisher agrees to include notice in the Work attributing copyright to the Author(s).

Consent of Faculty

In instances where oversight of the research resulting in the Work, and/or co-authorship of the Work, is shared by faculty at Wayne State University or other institution of higher education ("Faculty"), consent of Faculty to the above grant of rights is required and shall be indicated via signature below.

Warranty of Authorship

The Author warrants to the Publisher that the Work is original and that he or she has the full power to make this agreement. The Author agrees to indemnify Wayne State University and its Library System against any losses and other expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees, arising from any claim or action related to any or all of these warranties.
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